
 

ROUND TWO UNDER 13S - DONCASTER W VS BRUNSWICK - SCHRAMMS RESERVE, 21ST APRIL 2013 

Another clear blue sky greeted the Dragons as they ran down the stairs and onto the ground. 
(Memories of season 2010, where the Coach’s directive that year was for the players to roll in the 
mud at the bottom of the stairs to acclimatise to the conditions, and encourage the boys to get 
down into the packs).  
 
The Dragons won the toss kicking to the pavilion end, with a “four goal breeze” . 
 
FIRST QUARTER 
 
Angus won the first ruck, and Daniel M moved the ball to Ziggy and into the forward line. Jack L laid 
a fine tackle in the middle with the ball spilling forward and onto Patrick D who was providing strong 
leads in the forward pocket gathered and passed to Will BMcK, who marked strongly.  Without 
hesitation, Will kicked the ball straight through the middle a goal and the Dragons were on the board 
early! 
 
Another centre contest won by Angus, who tapped the ball to Daniel M to Francis to Declan, with a 
strong mark to Daniel P dead in front, 30 metres out. Great kick off the boot with the wind resulted 
in another goal.  
 
Back to the centre and this time Gus grabbed the ball out of the pack, kicking to centre half forward, 
where Jack L took a great overhead mark, passing it off to Patrick D. After some play in the forward 
pocket, Tahj kicked strongly to the square, where a mark to Doncaster was reversed, with Aden 
receiving the free kick, but alas a point.  With Doncaster kicking in, Oskar roved the ball from the kick 
in, passing to Francis which resulted in another point.  Another Doncaster kick in was marked by Jack 
L who passed to Francis and marked 20 metres out dead in front. Another goal! 
 
Back to the centre and Angus again won the ruck (I think he won all of them in the first quarter), 
with Will McK getting the ball to Ziggy, who passed to Tahj with a big kick deep into the forward line 
and with mark of the day coming in from the side was Will BMcK – he didn’t miss and the Dragons 
scored another major. 
 
Another centre contest won by Angus saw the ball pushed deep into the forward line and near 
Francis who laid a beautiful tackle in the pocket, and was rewarded with a free kick. Tahj did some 
good work in the pack, with Angus taking a strong mark on the end of the run of play. Angus pass 
into the goal mouth, with Francis running onto the ball at the back of the pack, and thinking quickly 
dropped the ball onto his boot, and the ball dribbled through for a goal. The ball was yet to get over 
half back. 
 
A great quarter with the dragons taking advantage of the breeze. 
 
DONCASTER 0 0 0  BRUNSWICK 5 2 32 



 
 
 
 
 
 
SECOND QUARTER 
 
The Coach was pleased, but the Dragons had a 4 goal breeze so the warning was to expect Doncaster 
to come out and do the same.  To place pressure back on Doncaster the instructions were to man up 
in the backline and see if we can score 2 goals into the breeze.   
 
A forward entry by Doncaster saw the ball repelled by Daniel, Will BMcK and Gus who combined well 
across the half back flank.  A great passage of play started with Aden who tapped well to William M 
to Will K to Josh S who running down the wing passed to Josh D who scored a major for the start of 
the quarter into the wind.   Another centre contest saw Daniel M who carried the ball bounced 
through the square and kicked deep into the forward line where Gus took a strong mark on half 
forward. A quick pass sideways to Finnian who broke off from the HBF and worked hard on the wing, 
winning the one on one, with an accurate pass to Daniel M ran into an open goal and with one 
bounce straigthend up, but a point resulted.  
 
Doncaster kick in saw Gus gather who passed back to Aden at CHF. A long to kick to a pack gathered 
by Josh D who passed to Jack Saba and then a flurry of play between William M,  Jack Saba, Kristian, 
with Gus to Oskar R combining to get the ball to Josh D  on line. Doncaster repelled but the 
combination of Will BMcK on the wing Daniel M and Oskar combined, with the ball ending up with 
Will BMcK and a point resulted.  Doncaster defended strongly but saw the ball marked by Tahj who 
took a strong mark at CHF. Tahj pass into the forward line was roved by Finnian off the pack and 
with a quick kick forward Josh D picked up the loose ball, and kicked a great goal on the run. 
 
The second quarter saw Kristian and Finnian combining well off the half back line, while Angus 
continued to win most centre contests.  This gave Daniel M, Gus and Will BMck first use of the ball.  
The last goal of the quarter saw a forward entry to Francis running well from the pocket who passed 
accurately to Daniel M, who dodged 2 players and kicked accurately.  The siren sounding for half 
time!  A total of 2 goals 3 behinds into the breeze was a great effort. 
 
DONCASTER  0 0 0  BRUNSWICK 7 5 47 
 
THIRD QUARTER 
 
Lennox was subbed out, having “done a hammy”.  With Jack Saba now back into ruck saw the 
contest won with a tap down to Oskar who hand passed to Gus who passed to Raff grabbing the ball 
and kicking a point.  Doncaster repelled but was met with Francis who gathered and kicked across 
the face of goal. Doncaster kick in was marked by Gus who passed accurately to Tahj who didn’t miss 
from 25m out.  The Dragons extended their lead! 
 
With Kristian now on the forward flank, he marked strongly and passed into the forward line where 
Jack L was in everything in the packs.  A spillage to the wing saw the ball gathered by Will BMcK who 
passed to Tahj to Francis, marking falling back into the pack.  Doncaster repelled again but this time 
was thwarted by Patrick who laid a strong tackle on the wing with the ball spilling to the ground.  



Doncaster defended however their forward entry was intercepted by James who took a very strong 
mark just back from the HBF. This resulted in a passage of play involving William M to Oskar, who 
passed to Raff which resulted in a behind.  
 
Doncaster’s kick in was marked strongly by Aden who pass to Gus was gathered and back to Raff 
who scored another point.  The Dragons were pressing and placing enormous pressure on 
Doncaster. Doncaster defended well and with a passage of play managed to get the ball back to 
forward line, albeit intercepted by James.  Another strong passage of play resulted with James pass 
to Daniel to Paddy to Gus, to Raff into the forward pocket and onto Aden.  A spillage from the pack 
and Tahj gathered and kicked a point.  Doncaster kick ins were being marked well by their team 
mates but they could not get the ball past CHB, where again James got the ball and passed 
accurately to Francis. Francis passed beautifully to Raff where a shot from 25m out resulted in a goal 
– the Dragons were dominating.   
 
Back to the centre and a big forehand smash from the centre ball up from Angus saw the ball tumble 
to Will McK who gathered at CHF and passed accurately to Jack L. Jack L to Raff to Finnian to Tahj, 
with a check side kick out of the pack resulted in a fine goal on the run.   Three goals 5 behinds was a 
great effort 
 
DONCASTER 0 0 0  BRUNSWICK 10 10 70 
 
FOURTH QUARTER 
 
The instructions ate ¾ time were to finish the game off, don’t relent . With Angus back in the ruck 
another centre clearance this time by William M to Ziggy, to Finnian to Angus to Will McK to Raf 
marking strongly in the goal square who turned and goaled!  
 
Back again to the centre and another clearance this time saw the passage of play go to Tahj to Will 
McK into the square to Jack L to Francis and finally to Will McK who kicked a point. Doncaster kick 
out was marked by Will McK who passed off to Angus to Oskar to Gus and with Francis squeezed in 
the forward pocket saw an accurate  left foot pass towards goal, albeit just  touched on line for a 
behind. 
 
Doncaster kick in was again defended well by the Dragons with the forwards manning up and the 
ruck and rover well out on the 45m line, forming another line of defence.  This time the ball was 
gathered by Daniel Mott with the passage of play involving Finnian to Gus on the half forward line 
that passed accurately to Francis which resulted in a goal from a set shot.  
 
Another centre contest won this time by Tahj who gathered the ball out of the centre and passed to 
Jack L to Finnian resulted in a point.  Doncaster kick in this time was marked by Ziggy who got the 
ball across to Raf, to Francis and to Will K and a goal.  Back to the centre saw Angus tap accurately to 
Daniel to Will McK to Francis and another goal from the set shot.  Great team play by the Dragons. 
Another centre clearance saw the forward entry being roved by Gus roved  off the pack, running to 
the side and kicking a great goal from 20m out. 
 
With Doncaster winning a centre clearance , this was intercepted by Aden now up on the wing and 
roving across the half backline who handballed to William M. William’s pass from CHB to CHF was 
marked by Jack L who passed to Francis, but alas a point resulted.    Doncaster’s kick in made the 
boundary line and was intercepted by Jack Saba worked the ball around the boundary and running 
around and kicked  deep into the pocket.   



Doncaster defended again and with a passage of play got the ball back to the wing  and then ran the 
ball down deep into their forward line, with no defenders nearby….and a goal!!!  The ball went back 
to the centre, was bounced, and the siren sounded!!!! 
 
DONCASTER  1 0 6  BRUNSWICK 14 15 99 
 
Goals: Will McK 2, Daniel P 1, Francis 3, Josh D 2, Tahj 2, Raf 2, Will K 1, Gus 1. 
Best:  All players,  great team effort. 
 
Coach’s summary: A fantastic team effort, lots of handball, tackles, shepherds the 1% ‘s  which 
allowed players with the ball extra time to steady and execute properly.   
 
Winning the ball out of the centre gave forwards first use of the ball and placed Doncaster defenders 
under enormous pressure.  It demonstrated how effective a system can be between rucks, rovers, 
centreman. 
 
 
Helen Gatford 

 


